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An Integrated Approach

An Integrated Approach to Learning
The goal of education is to develop a
complete human being. Every part of
the individual - mind, body, emotion
and spirit should be developed, at the
same time and be integrated into the
whole person. The concept of integrated
education stresses on the methods which
concentrate on the viewing the student
as a whole person.....................
Appreciation of the relation of the whole
to the part is central to understanding
reality. All things depend upon each other
and is connected to everything in nature.
Everything is part of the whole. All
students are alive in body and spirit. The
body contains both the mental and physical
attributes of unified experiences.
Educationists believe in the philosophy
that there is no separation of mind and
body. Teachers do not confront a mind,
or a body or cognition or affect but a
totality Learners bring their whole being
into the learning situation. Teachers
should know that to teach is to create
possibilities for the construction and
production of knowledge rather
than to be engaged simply in a game of
transferring knowledge .....................
The whole earth is becoming a small global
village. Our school systems should teach
our children to know, understand and
appreciate other cultures and each other.
Teachers must become the translators of
cultural differences. We need to help our
children to celebrate diversity and the
creative human spirit...................................
In the modern education students are
passive receivers of knowledge. Modern

G R Chiranjeevi Rao

education emphasizes on specialization
and as such students are not treated
as a whole person, they are not alive
but become machines that merely receive
knowledge. There is a big gap between
learning and life, knowledge and wisdom.
An education system that will be based on
integration is very different from modern
education system. Integrated education is
planned to integrate the different parts of
human being for making a whole person
to integrate to different cultures for creating
a culture with global view to develop the
students
creativity so that they can
translate their knowledge into real wisdom.
An education system that will be based on
integration is very different from modern
education system. Integrated education is
planned to integrate the different parts of
human being for making a whole person to
integrate to different cultures for creating a
culture with global view to develop the
students
creativity so that they can
translate their knowledge into real wisdom.

Art and aesthetic appreciation is the bridge
between subjects and objects, their abstract
and concrete or individual and others or society.
It is very significant in the present time
that moral, ethical, aesthetic values and
creativity etc, are ignored. This ignorance
leads to indiscipline in the students,

memorization, job oriented education and
narrow knowledge of the subject.
Technology and science cannot develop
moral and aesthetic value in human beings,
so integrated approach to learning creates
a healthy and balanced individual with a
holistic approach to life............................

Winning is not an accident.
It is the result of our ATTITUDE and
our ATTITUDE is a CHOICE..
Hence, WINNING is a matter of
CHOICE and not a CHANCE...
July, 2015

Your Progress is our Passion!

-PFLA

An Insight into Future Careers
The world is changing and that too at a very
fast pace. In this changing and evolving world
a new mindset is being created especially
amongst the young. The 21st century is the
century of information that is available at
your finger tips. When information is applied
to the mind, knowledge is created and with
this created knowledge when one
experiences situations in real life which
becomes wisdom. Because we are in the
digital era a lot many opportunities
are arising in terms of career choosing.
Multiple choices erupt from the new
world of business and commerce
that is taking shape all around us.
We have seen traditional businesses
b e i n g h e a v i l y a f f e c t e d
due to disruptive technologies. Truly
it can be said technology is in the
driver's seat and the career options
revolve around it. The ecommerce
companies like Flipkart , Snapdeal
and Amazon have become game
changers................................
It is very important and extremely crucial
that the young mind in the Xth, XIth
and XIIth standard are able to focus their
time and energy into creating a
sustainable and progressive future
for themselves. Guidance is especially
needed so that they are able to understand
their inner mind and external personality.
This understanding will enable them to
reduce the stress that is a natural by
product of a evolving and changing world.
They would be able to harness their
energies in a direction that would give
them enough satisfaction and at the same
time bring in the fortune that they are
seeking. ...........................................
As a behavioural scientist having done
my research over 7 years. I have come
out with this tool to especially address

Dr. Shubalaxmi J Acharya

Dr. Shubalaxmi J Acharya- Human Behaviour
Scientist, an authority on Career Profling through
Core Mindset Mapping.

Shubalaxmi is a Behavioural Scientist
and a Strategic Human Resource Consultant
dealing in workforce Behaviour, Employee
and Leadership Audit to enhance workforce
environment . bringing in organizational
s u s t a i n a b i l i t y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
She is a certified Examiner for Quality
Management at IMC Ramkrishna Bajaj
National Quality Award Trust which is
based on Malcolm Balridge criteria of U.S.A.
She has delivered lectures on “Interview Tips"
& "Modern Recruiting and Corporate
Expectations ” to over 5000 management
and engineering students in premier institutes
Prior to her stint in Human Resource and
Psychology, Shubalaxmi has worked in the
Operations domain, managing merchandising
division and supervision of overseas markets
in the Manufacturing . .................................
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this issue. Having been in the Talent
Sourcing area I have seen candidates take
up and leave jobs at whims not able to
establish a steady career path. My
understanding through my research
established that if a person chooses his
career as per his mind set then harmony
prevails and he is willing to pursue his
objectives with passion and enthusiasm.
Classic Example :...................................
Rahul was an extremely creative person
who had participated in dramatics and
drawing competitions throughout his
school. He was the teacher's pet for
bringing in new ideas and doing
extraordinary things. In the XIIth std he
had an option to take up Medicine or
Engineering. Coming from the house
of doctorswhere both his parents
were established doctors, they forced
Rahul to pursue a line of Medicine.
Being an obedient child, with great
reluctance and hidden feelings he
joined the medical college to pursue
MBBS in order to become a doctor.
I met Rahul after his MBBS. He had
set up a pathological laboratory ,but
was not keen to run it. He spent much
time on portal creation by learning all
the internet tools on his own. After a
couple of years I find Dr. Rahul engaged
in an E-Commerce business leaving
aside 8 years of his medicinal practice.
Taking a cue from this, shaping up
careers during the formative years
namely Xth, XIth ,and XIIth is
extremely important. Out here the
parent, the school teacher and the
student and the education Counselor
should come together to determine
w h a t c a r e e r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

options are suited best for that individual.
The Career options today are multi
fold and it should be looked with a
different perspective. Unfortunately
in India we have given status to only
higher education and have neglected
the art of skills. We, infact, look
down at people who are less educated,
but who possess extraordinary level
of skills. In developed nations this
is not the case. The dignity of work,
irrespective of what professional
background one is coming from is
looked with great respect.
Classic Example :............................
A double PHD dean of a reputed
Institute had comedown to India
alongwith her husband. At the dinner
table when I asked the husband
accompanying her what did he do?
He proudly expressed that he was
a skilled Carpenter. It struck me for
a while having a typical Indian mindset.
But I realised that in countries like
Japan, Germany and Switzerland
or any of the developed nations for
that matter, a highly skilled trade
professional is equal or more than
equal to a person who is highly
e d u c a t e d . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
KNOWING YOUR CORE MINDSET
CAN ONLY ENABLE A PERSON TO
LOOK INTO CAREER OPTIONS WHICH
ARE MENTIONED BELOW -

If a person is very creative and has
a flair for drawing, he/she could
start right away to mould himself /
herself as a professional in the
Fashion Industry or to look up to an
Architectural or an Interior
Designing course...................................
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If a person has a flair for literature and
is good with the language, he/she could
start early to be part of the media where
professions like copy writer , journalism,
script writing etc are awaiting him/her.
If a person is an extrovert and has a
dynamic approach to organise functions,
then he /she could take up a career in
Event Management or Marketing.
If a person is very much a People's
person, he /she could look up to a
general program of BBA after XIIth
Std and then merge into MBA in
Human Resource...................
If a person has a scientific bent of
mind with Physics as a dormant
subject and interest, he/she could take
up a career with Research Oriented
Institutes......................
If a person is keen with Chemistry
as his/her favourite subject he could
get into Career options with Pharmacy ,
Biotech, or get into Chemical Engineering.
If a person who is strongly inclined
towards Biology, two options open to
him/her, one to get into Medical
field be it Allopathy, Homeopathy
or Ayurveda . If he/she is keen with
Plant and Fauna he/she could
get into areas of Environmental
Sciences and Planet resource
C o n s e r v a t i o n
a r e a s .

If a person has a keen interest with
Mechanical and Electronic projects
and would love to see his/her creations
in these fields, he /she could opt for
a Diploma after Xth Std and engage
himself /herself where his/her passion
and interest lie.............................
If a person is interested in Aero
modelling and fascinated with Planes
and Aircrafts, he /she can take up a
career with Aeronautics....................
In case of Sports, identifying
raw talent on the field is crucial
and shaping them as future
Champions at a young age similar
to how champions are created
in developed countries would
encourage
individuals
in building up career in sports.
Acting, Entertainment and Dancing
is a talent and skill seen at a
young age and persons with this
talent can be moulded into great
performers by giving them the
right coaching and mentoring................
So in conclusion, Careers are many,
the Choice wholly and solely
depends on the Core mindset of the
young individual which needs to be
understood and given guidance at
an early age...............................................

If a person is very tuned to Mathematics,
he/she could get into areas of Accounts,
Finance or Software Programming. .........
If a person is fascinated with Ships and
marine life, he/she could opt early for
a program tobecome a Marine Engineer
or if he /she is patriotic, he /she could
join the Navy. ............................
.
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Teaching - a Profession or Choice!
Recently,

I was part of a discussion
group consisting of teachers,
educationists and others where we
talked about various issues in the
e d u c a t i o n s e c t o r. I t s t a r t e d w i t h
brainstorming and just putting
random thoughts across, but soon we
moved to the most frequented topic teaching profession and its pluses and
minuses. The lines of thoughts shared
spanned - How teaching profession is
not adequately respected, rewarded and
recognized; how the teachers have to
take up work beyond what is described
on paper; how they are not well paid;
how the profession is not considered
as important as other professions;
etc. I saw that the discussion was
going in circles and we were all
getting in the self-pity mode! A
question came to my mind - If
being a teacher is not worthwhile,
then why be one?.........................................
We have all come into the teaching
profession for various reasons
– passion, mission, means to be
occupied during the day, conveniences,
livelihood etc. Some of us are here
for all these reasons and several
others are here or one or more
of them. But there always is some
reason or a driving factor because
of which one is a teacher!................
Do you know what your driving factor
for becoming a teacher is?............................
Long ago, I was listening to a
discourse by Swami Dayanand
S aras w ati an d he s aid s o mething
very simple, yet profound – Oh! Lord,
give me the strength to change the

Vaishali Nitturkar
Vaishali Nitturkar is a Kidologist and
Founder of The Gyan Tree, an
o rg a n i s a t i o n w o r k i n g t o w a r d s
bringing excellence in education.
She has 16 years of experience and has
worked in Asia, Africa and Australia.
The core objective of her mission is
to develop the seven essential elements
in all the stakeholders of the
community - Ethics, Energy, Enquiry,
Empathy, Enterprise, Excellence
and Equanimity. .....................
things that I can change, gracefully
accept what I cannot change and wisdom
to distinguish between the two! This
sentence really touched me and changed
the course of my life on that day. I
stopped complaining about being a
teacher, underpaid, over worked, not
respected and all. Then I came
across the one liner from Gandhiji –
'Be the change you want to be' and
its other version 'If you change,
the world around you will change!'
Post reading this, I changed - I
changed my belief, my attitude and my
outlook. Believe it or not, the world
around me changed in a jiffy, or
perhaps it was always 'changed' but
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I had never seen it that way!! I have
never been as happy, contended and
thankful being a teacher since this
realization......................

profession due to the reasons I
believed in my core and from then
on it did not matter what
others thought or said!

So how did I change all these
things in my life? I imagined myself
in front of a mirror and tried to
answer the following two questions:

At the end of the mirror session, there
was a lot of clarity in my mind and for
the first time it did not matter what
others said about my profession,
what mattered was how I personally
looked at my profession! The happy
faces of my students who I had the
power to shape lit up in the
background as stars and it filled me
with joy. I quickly jotted down the
following words on a note-pad,
which I am sharing here. Hope
they make sense to you as much
as they did to me!..........................

1.What is my driving factor?
a.Passion
b.Mission
c.Means to be occupied during the day
d.Conveniences
e.Money
I realised that if my driving factor is
Passion or
Mission, then I DO
NOT HAVE any complaints. If it is a
means to be occupied or conveniences
then I SHOULD NOT HAVE any
complaints and if it is money, then
yes I HAVE BIG COMPLAINTS.
But then I should have the strength
to change what I can change – that is
to switch to a well-paying job, perhaps
IT job or something. And if I am
unable to do it or do not want to do
it for various reasons, then I should
accept it wholeheartedly and not
complain!................
2. M y f a m i l y a n d t h e
community may not respect my
profession as much as I feel they
should. Do I respect my profession,
one hundred percent? Consistently?
a.Ye s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
b.N o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I realised that if I respect my profession,
then how does it matter if others do or
do not? But if I myself do not respect
my profession, then why complain
about others? Or why not change my
profession? Gandhiji's words inspired
me to change and start respecting my

The core objective of her mission is
to develop the seven essential
elements in all the stakeholders of
the community - Ethics, Energy,
E n q u i r y, E m p a t h y, E n t e r p r i s e ,
E x c e l l e n c e a n d E q u a n i m i t y.
If teaching is my job, then do not
complain that I am robbed.,.............
If teaching is my time pass, then
do not complain that other
professions have surpassed,
If teaching is my passion, then
there is no complaint, as I am on
my personal mission. ..................
Enjoy being a teacher! For, only a
teacher has the power to nurture
everyone's future as he or she can:
Te a c h t h e c h i l d
Empower the child
Advance the child
Coach the child
Hoist the child
Enable the child
Rejuvenate the child
8
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“Every Image is a Work of Art”

When I was a little girl, I was called the
“drama queen”. I would love to express
my joy, sadness, frustration or even
sarcasm through either a song, a dance
movement or just making some funny
expressions. We human beings are blessed
with the “expressive abilities”. When we
want to display love, we can hug the
loved one. When we are sad, we can
just hold hands of someone we trust.
When we are fearful, we scream.
When we are joyous, we might like
to dance!So, my journey of being that
little girl, the conscious adolescent,
a n a d v e n t u r o u s c o l l e g e - g o e r, a
disciplined employee, a loving mother,
and finally to a risk-taking entrepreneur,
has made me experience and observe
multitudes of people with an interesting
“Image”; an “image” which speaks
about who they are and what they are
all about. As I added “Image Management”
as part of my work-box, I trained and
coached individuals, corporate
professionals, teachers, children,
home-makers, and actors. Through
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this journey, I gradually realised that
every being that is present in a
workshop room has a unique “image”.
They play a role of a boss, a team
l e a d e r, a m o t h e r- w h o - i s - a l s o - a m a r k e t i n g h e a d , a f a t h e r- w h o - i s a l s o - a d o c t o r, a n e w - c o n f u s e d
mother-who-wants-to-work-again,
h o m e m a k e r- w h o g e t s - t r o u b l e d - b y a j e a l o u s - n e i g h b o u r, a - c h i l d - w h o drops-other's-tiffin-at-schoolbecause-she-wants-to-seek-attention
and more. Some portions of their
image is expressed, some unexpressed.
Sometimes, a part of their image is
not talked about and at times,
a part of their image needs attention
and appreciation . .............................
I, for sure, coach them on external
“image management” tools; however,
to understand and make them “emotionally”
well equipped to project an “emotional
and social literate” image, it is important
to bring in tools which
un-layer their emotional baggage and make
them feel themselves . .........................
Therefore, I introduced “Art Forms”
in Image Management workshops.
So, an important thing to clarify at this
moment is that these processes have
nothing to do making canvas size
paintings. I used tools like Drama
Based Learning, Theatre-in-Reflection,
Creative Movement, Dance Drama-inStory telling,
and Expression
Through Arts.........................................
I am India's first Image Consultant
to have evolved Image Management
modules and incorporated these new
approaches. And yes, it has yielded
some revealing results........................
Art Forms have special ability to

make people express their innermost
fears, wishes, feelings, or doubts.
Expression through Arts is an
effective process, wherein people and
clients have divulged the innermost
state of mind and heart and confessed
to some unsaid feelings. ..................
Sustained training in music, dance or
other arts strengthens the brain's
attention system, which in turn may
improve cognition more generally, a
study by Michael I. Posner Ph.D. and
Brenda Patoine. Furthermore, this
strengthening likely helps explain
the effects of arts training on the
brain and cognitive performance
that have been reported in several
scientific studies, such as those
presented in May 2009 at a neuro
education summit at Johns Hopkins
University(co-sponsored by the Dana
Foundation)........................
At an interesting session on image
of women and men at workplaces,
in a session called “Gender Vulnerability”,
I employed “Dance Drama-in-storytelling”.
A piece of dance drama act, followed by
a facilitation from the audience, got
everyone interacting and talking about
they feel for the gender at their
workplaces. A sales head at this
workshop said at the end of the
workshop, “I would, from now on,
not only be more sensitive towards
women employees, but from today
onwards. I would understand
what my wife goes through at her
workplace”. What an example of
empathy!..................
Drama based learning is a powerful
tool to build sessions like Trust and
Empathy, combining it with Creative
Movement. Through facilitated

.
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movement based exercises, participants
bond, interact and shed their inhibitions.
Specific drama based exercises make
them experience emotions and they learn
to empathize and accept other's in their
sphere.A moving example of how an
audience of women responded to
Art Forms was at an event “Back to
the Front” (Mumbai, 2013). This event
was for women who wanted to work
again after a maternity break, an elderly
care break or a break that came with any
other reason. The session was
about acceptance of self, selfworth, body image and handling fears.
I performed a Dance drama act
of a life story of woman who had
body image issues, had fear of
social acceptance, became a
single mother and then eventually how
she identified her real, true self.
The dance drama act was followed
by a Storytelling exercise. To my
amazement, women wanted to just
come up on the stage and unabashedly
share about their issues with
self-worth and self-image.
Some of them were teary-eyed!
At schools, with children, Drama-inlearning and Development sessions
have led to many a cathartic
moments. In our coaching sessions
on emotions, bullying, relationships,
community living etc, we employ
tools of art to impart these
topics. Students share, exchange
their thoughts, laugh and fun!

Sometimes, we do not know how
verbalise a feeling; another time we
might not want or be able to express
an emotion to someone around us. Art
forms like Art Therapy, Theatre-inLearning or Creative Movement
help us identify, express an emotion
or sometimes even shift a perspective
in ourselves.................
I truly believe in every human
realising her or his true image.
An image which is not created
to just impress others, but
one which is based on true and
valued belief systems and art
forms are................
I would like to close it with few
lines from Helena Modjeska: ....
“Whether it is the beautiful that
brings to our hearts the love of
truth and justice, or whether it is
truth that teaches us how to find
the beautiful in nature and how
to love it, in either case art does
a noble work. It drags out the
soul from its everyday shell, and
brings it under the spell of its own
mysterious and wonderful power,
so that a memory of this experience
stays with the people, sustains
them in their daily labors, and
refines their minds.”.........................
HELENA MODJESKA, "Women
a n d t h e S t a g e , " T h e Wo r l d ' s
Congress of Representative Women.

I believe as the world is getting more
violent, Art Forms brings in sanity,
peace and more expressive ability.
These form bridge gaps between people
and bind them................................... .
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Creativity
Being

a teacher in this century, where
the students have all the information
at the tip of their fingers, is indeed a
challenge. But that is not all. In this
generation where the maximum
exposure the youngsters get, is over
the internet, somewhere the need to
make them creative and develop
them in their soft skills, has
increasingly become the
need of
the hour.
A student today, might
be technically very sound but when
it comes to being creative and
expressing thoughts and ideas,
that very student loses ground and
fumbles for explanations and expressions.
While the syllabus and course matter is
perpetually the concern, today's teacher
also needs to focus on the overall
development of the child. Yes, technical
subjects like maths, accounts and science,
have no other method than blackboard
teaching, but giving them real time
examples, and situations for them to
deal with, will give them a better picture
of the same. With the increasing
competition and the need of the
educational system to standardize itself,
the very crux of education has
somewhere taken the backseat.
Important issues like creativity and
problem solving, are not being taught
or dealt with in the classrooms and this
makes the students oblivious to the
need of the same in their daily dealings.
For example, when I had to explain a
concept to my students about the HR
aspect of a business plan, I showed them
a clip from the movie “Chak De India' and
asked them to explain the aspect, which
they did and to the best extent possible.
Another way to help students develop is
to encourage them to question, whether
sensible or not. Once they know to
question what they see or hear, they will

Shruthi Srinivasan

Shruti Srinivasan is a faculty at JU-CMS,
who makes sure her classes are knowledge
- centric and enhance creativity and
problem solving tendencies, because
creative teaching & learning methods are
crux of modern day education.
An MBA graduate, her passions
include classical dancing and teaching.
A teacher by choice, she constantly
tries to bring a convergence of ideas
to make the classes better and interesting.
know to discriminate the right from
the wrong and not take anything at
f a c e v a l u e . Ta k i n g s t u d e n t s o n
industrial visits is great, but asking
them to make a report about it
or explain their learning to the class
is a must and adds to their overall
learning......................
Colleges and schools conduct
fests these days to ensure that the
students get the exposure they require.
While this is absolutely great, it is
pretty obvious that not all the
students from the college will participate.
Fests are a great method to learn and
through the fests, a student is able
to practically implement what he
has learned in the classroom.
The way to get the learning
across to the other students,
is to ask the student who participated,
to share the actual learning in the class
and explain how the teachings in the
class helped him/her get through the rounds.
12
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One of my professors in MBA had a
wonderful method of ensuring the
development of the students ,
something he called The Buddy Method.
Here, a student who was weak
was coupled with a student who was
strong. The stronger one was asked to
develop the other in certain aspects
like speaking, writing, subject coaching and
the like. This meant holistic development
of the students at a larger level............
Every class will have a student who
will be the one who will discuss and
contribute maximum to the class
discussions. Our aim as teachers, should
be to keep that student as a role model
for the students and ask the ones who
contribute lesser to increase their
contribution to the class. Also, the
assignments we give out shouldn't be
purely theoretical. They should rather
develop team work, problem solving
and creativity. This can best be done
by giving group assignments and developing
the competitive spirit amongst the students.
An essential point that needs to be dealt
with here, is our own notion as a teacher
about whether the said activity will bring
the desired results or fall flat on the face.
As teachers, we have a unique advantage
of being creative and experimenting which
no other person from any other profession
has. Our constant learning from every
activity we assign will ensure that the
next activity is more brilliant than the
previous. The essential here is to overcome
our own apprehensions and fear of failing,
so as to bring out the larger benefit
to our students. In addition to
improving the students' creativity
and problem solving skills, we
also need to realize that when we
are creative in our teaching, there
are a lot more aspects and benefits

that the students derive. Conducting
activities and making the classes
interactive, develop the students
into more active listeners than
passive listeners. ............................
The students are but a mere reflection
of the teachers. If at that
impressionable age, they are not
moulded into
distinctive figure,
thenthe very objective of the
education system to develop better
leaders, researchers, scientist and
more importantly better human
beings, is completely destroyed.
The need of the hour is not to
emphasise on the marks and the
grades alone, but also to emphasise
on the need of self-development
and creative thinking abilities of
the student. By involving them in
the process, we are helping them
grow. After all, a teacher wants
nothing apart from seeing her
children grow and develop in the future.
To conclude, to develop creativity
and thinking we do not require extensive
changes, but incorporating small
changes into our teaching schedule.
Apart from overcoming our apprehensions
and doubts, we need to ensure that
we dedicate a few minutes in the
classroom every day to the development
of the students. For we are here for
them and there is no objective greater
than their development and welfare. After
all as Albert Einstein says, “I never
teach my pupils, I only attempt to
provide the conditions in which they
can learn.” All we have to do is create
the conditions for them learn, grow
and develop. For change is necessary
to make them enter this world,
make their contribution to the society
and spearhead the ultimate change.
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Super Heroes
W ho

are Super Heroes? ................

My Superheroes are fictional characters
represented in comics, book, movies, etc.
they reflect courage, bravery, honesty,
self-confidence and a lot more traits.
They aren't made just for entertainment
purposes. They are made to educate us
about hardships in life and how to face
them bravely without running away.
They motivate us to a great extent. They
teach us the way of life through hardships
and difficulties and how to overcome them.
They have a fighting spirit and a never
give up attitude which everyone should
possess. They tell us no matter how hard
problems are, we should keep moving.
We s h o u l d w o r k h a r d a n d s h o w
determination in our work. We should
keep training and improving ourselves
to achieve success. They teach us about
honesty and how one needs to be
disciplined in life. Superheroes are so
powerful that they act as role models
for children these days. No matter how
bad you are, with the right influence
everybody can change. Superheroes
generally protect the world by helping
humanity. This shows their concern
towards their motherland which should
be shown by everyone. Superheroes
are just like normal people, with the
same blood and skin. They don't do
ordinary things, they make ordinary
things extraordinary. ...........................
An example is Endou Momouru of
Inazuma Eleven. He is a fictional
character who appears in the T.V
show Inazauma Eleven. He is a
new student in his school, that
doesn't have a Football Club. With lot o
f hard work, he persuades students to
join hands and make a Football Club.
Endou becomes the captain of the

YASHAS.K.V
Yashas K. V. is a PU student. His hobbies
are playing Cricket, Basketball, Table
Tennis and Badminton, Reading books
and listening to music.
Football Club and trains very hard
with his teammates. They play their
first match and lose with a huge margin
but Endou doesn't give up. He trains
day and night and encourages all his
teammates to practice hard. He bought
about a huge change in the Football Club
which hadn't even existed in the first place.
He motivates his friends so drastically
that when they joined the club, at first,
they weren't interested and came for
whiling away time, but now practiced
sincerely and along with their captain
Endou went on to take part in many
big tournaments and always came first.
There was a positive aura around Endou
every time that gave positive vibes to his
fellow members. Even their Foot ball
Coach was very impressed with his
captaincy. So, Endou's fighting spirit
and “Never give up Attitude” motivates
a lot of people to persuade their dreams
no matter how big it is......................

“NO DREAM IS TOO BIG AND
NO DREAMER IS TOO SMALL.”
These are my views and I am open to get
feedback from the Readers so that I can
learn and update myself further. Appreciate
your feedback to yashwalk@gmail.com
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Concept of Leadership
I

am very happy to share some of the
thoughts pertaining to the concept
of leadership originated and practiced
in the Indian tradition. Concept of
leadership, crisis management, mind
management, situational study and
sense of co-operative functioning etc.
all these areas are very much
cultured and nurtured now in the
modern context. Because, now in
this emerging situation of global
village, we encounter various types
of problems. The problems were
even when forefathers were
performing. They were taking
some life mission. That mission
was very much supported by their
own vision and the vision was
guided by great personalities or
role models. In the light of such
guideline our forefathers used to
take up some life mission, that
mission was always got reflected
in their actions. That is how
missions, visions and actions
were in total collaboration, so that
they could venture whether it is
education, progress or prosperity.
Now in this ever changing society
we must restate and convince the
new generation for better
performance in their work field.
That was the time when our
people were simply referring to
foreign authors who were
experts in this so called area of
management. So, gradually such
courses also became very
popular in the academic fields.
Many have chosen to take business
management field. So BBM, MBA
all such courses became very popular,
more brilliant and creative minds

Dr. Ramachandra G Bhat
Dr. Ramachandra G Bhat, M.A., Ph.D.,
D.Lit. (Sanskrit), Vidwan in Vedanta and
Nyaya Darshanas , Graduation – English,
Economics and History B.Ed in Hindi
(Parangat), Agra Hindi Samsthana.
Currently Vice Chancellor at Yoga University,
Bengaluru.
Has over 25 years of experience in the
Education field. He has served as a Principal
of Veda Vijnana Gurkulam for 12 years.
Professor and Dean, Div. of Yoga Spirituality,
S-VYASA University, Bangalore for 9 years
Honorary Director, Veda Vijnana Shodha
Samsthanam, Bengaluru. ..................
Served as a visiting professor to CANARA
Inter Disciplinary research Centre, Mangalore
U n i v e r s i t y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
used to apt for business areas. But
another interesting area is to
unearth our own roots. We
are very proud that we have
inherited such great tradition
of education. Bharatiya tradition is
k n o w n f o r e d u c a t i o n . Yo u
can see how our students were
becoming positive role models
and how those teachers were
the real guides, they were
. The very word indicates
“practicing first and preach next”
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Those who used to practice first, then they
used to inspire others. Because while
inspiring others we must go for practice
first. Mere preaching never works. Such
great teaches were called as
. So young
generation were so fortunate to look at such
guide personalities, luminaries around them.
The method of sharing knowledge was ‘being
close with their masters and teachers’. The
name give to those who were living with
masters as
.This very concept
of
and
and concept of
Acharya shows that how teacher and taught
were so close and how much cooperation
was practiced. They were called
. If one studies Kathopanishad, one
among 10 major Upanishads, word
is repeated for many times,.
So many quotations have been given
by
is the one
who has the clarity of the mind, positivity
and creativity. Clarity, positivity and
creativity are the main characteristic of
|
In a young man called
one
can see all these qualities, he claims I was
,
I was first rank student in student’s life. Why?
T h u s
Kathopanishad quotes. Nachiketa used
to say “I was the first rank student
because I do my duty without
instruction by master,
instructions are not necessary for
any duty. I have a role model, so that I
look at them, I grasp, understand,
take all those good qualities present
in the masters. That very fact makes
me to do my duties. No instructions,
no orders are needed. No commands
are required. If at all am not like that

I am
(the student after having
instructed by elders does his duties,
successfully ventures, accomplices
his duties with normal happenings).
So every time when we think about
leaders, they were
, among
those
again there were
four categories projected by another
great expert Dananjaya who wrote
Dasha Rupakam. He projects four
types of leaders in this monumental
work, they are as follow:.....................
1 .............................
2 .............................
3
and.............................
..............................
4
Dhira Uddhata is not so much
appreciated. Uddhata means
adamant fellow. He sometimes uses
all means to get some work done,
so that he will be egoistic, angry he
g e t s c o m m a n d s . We f i n d t h i s
type of leaders more now in the
politics. These become leaders
because of their aggressive nature,
sometimes barbaric ideas.
These things only make them
leaders. That very situation makes
them leaders. Such leadership is
n o t e n t e r t a i n e d i n t h e s o c i e t y.
Leaders must be Dhira Udätta
means most generous, most
accommodative, embodiments
Godly qualities. Bhagavan Krishna
says that first thing is ABHAYAM
(fearlessness). Fear is the main
obstacle for personality
development. You can’t develop any
person creating some sort of fear
complexes, compulsions, regimentations
all these things, never make any person
to develop in making the
p e r s o n a l i t y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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So every school must have that
type of leadership. ................
is the straight forwardness,
very transparent attitude, nothing to hide.
Such great persons always possess
Daivi Guna, Krishna says in 16th chapter
in Bhagavad Gita. Shri Rama was
considered to be.
He says in
Ramayana .................................
I am here to give the
message of fearlessness’. For
that, in order to develop such
situations in the prevailing condition
of the society, he gives up everything,
he adopted for exile, 14 years of
, so that he becomes a role
model. Sri Rama was not only a
role model for Ayodhyavasis and
educated people, but also for
tribal people who were in the
area of Kishkinda. He could bring
so much revolution and culture in
their life, therefore Sri Rama

becomes a role model for them.
Even in another kingdom where
Asuras (demons) who are at
body centered, even such
people also took Rama as their
role model. That is why
Vibhishana was also elevated
since he was followed Sri Rama.
Now many people become
Netas (leaders), political leaders.
Some are Netaras and others
are Netadu (in Kannada hangers), always hanging and
then follows. These types of
tendencies are very dangerous
for the development of healthy
society. In that context newly
emerging situation, we must bring
very positive concept of
leadership in the educational field.

An ideal leadership consists three
factors.........................
1
2
3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.
- subject competency
(competency in chosen subject
area. Ex- Maths, should be able to
clear the doubts on the Maths and
the students should feel confidence
a b o u t t h e i r m a s t e r ) . Vi d v a n
is an encyclopedia. The confidence
is built up among coming generation,
they also develop like that only.
This is the critical situation of
having every chances to develop
ego. On the contrary in the modern
times, so called professors have no
free access to the pupil community.
Always they keep separate entirely,
never mingle with coming generation.
That type people can’t become
leaders. They must have the
free moments, so that young
generation must understand their
feelings. Thus is the role of competence
in the educational field. ..............
2.
is the second factor character, moral purity, having
transparent personality etc are
components of Nitimatta. It is
miserably lacking. Teachers last
t h e i r c r e d i b i l i t y, b e c a u s e o f
their greed, self-centered attitude
etc. That was the time highly
competent qualitative people,
t h e y j u s t o p t e d f o r t e a c h e r ’s
p r o f i c i e n c y a n d c h a r a c t e r.
Now most brilliant fellows do
17
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some clerical work with computers.
This is what hampering the
whole society and education
system. It is a common practice
at times that a few devoid of
values, by hook or crook get
third class degree, go for B.Ed.
and become teachers. It is very
unfortunate. How can they become
leadres in the hearts of young
blooming, blossoming minds?
Therefore teachers must be
follower of virtues and values.
Teachers must command highest
rate of respect from those young
minds which are blooming and
blossoming. Their thirst of
knowledge must be highly
respected by the teachers,
because they come with so
much of expectations from
teachers. This quality of a
teacher brings a leader from
within. Subsequently one is not
just the subject leader, but also
is the master of young hearts.
We must win their hearts only
by virtues, which you
manifest in work field that is
what makes young generation
to accept that one is a leader...............
3.
Now the new
government by Hon. Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
talks about more skill development.
It is just to organize the activities.
Apart from classroom activities
one has many other duties where
one should show his/her efficiency.
One may conduct some programs,
such as educational trips,
socially beneficial programs
and etc, where you have to face
many counter situations and also

there will be non-cooperative
e l e m e n t s a r o u n d h i m / h e r.
One has to succeed even in highly
controversial conditions. One
should assert efficiency. The
present society wants such
leaders whether one is head of
the institution or subject teacher
or an administrative post. They
all must have this type of leadership
qualities. Crisis are more in no,
because people are more sensitive.
In our Indian situation we have
many problems like social problems,
psychological problems. Because
the whole society is crossing
through very peculiar situations.
In this situation we want
the concept of Dhira for all
leaders. Leadership it is very
highly discussed matter now
a days. Academic discussion
is on one side and the practice
is on one the other side. Both
must go hand in hand. Always
I say to young generation, “you
all should become independents,
d o n ’t b e c o m e m e r e b r a c h e s .
Become independent organizers
and develop your own skill.
If possible develop your own
institution. Become the leaders
in institutions. Take challenges,
encounter alarming situations,
don’t escape. Don’t run
away from”. That is how we
want the leaders to come up.
Let us be hopeful. New era is
emerging. New dawn it is visible to
our eyes. Let us march ahead with
new hopes. Hopes on the new
coming generation. .....................
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21st Century Education in India:
Confronting the challenges facing the next generation.
Yunan-o-Misr-o-Roma Sab Mit Gaye Jahan Se,
Kuchh Baat Hai Ke Hasti Mit'ti Nahin Hamari
India is second-most populous and the seventh
-largest country of the world. Home to the
ancient Indus Valley Civilization in around
2000 BC, its economy third-largest by
purchasing power parity and tenth-largest
b y n o m i n a l G D P. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rich history
India is the land of Vedas. It is well known for
the written21st
scared
text Edu..
that dates back to
Century
1700–1100 BCE in the Iron Age.
In 700 B.C., there existed the world's first
university Takshila. At one stage, it had
10,500 students from the Asian subcontinent.
(Also, Nalanda University existed in 700 AD).
India invented zero. nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
In ancient times, India had Gurukulas. If
accepted as a student by the guru, the
shishya could stay at the guru's place and
help in all activities at home. This not only
created a strong tie between the teacher
and the student, but also taught the student
everything about running a house. The guru
taught everything the child wanted to learn,
from Sanskrit to the Holy Scriptures and from
Mathematics to Metaphysics. All learning
was closely linked to nature and to life,
and not confined to memorizing some
information..........................
The modern school system was brought to
India, including the English language by
Lord Thomas Babington Macaulay in the
1830s. Teaching was confined to classrooms,
'thinking aloud' disappeared and the link with
nature was broken. Sharing of knowledge lessened.

Dr. Anshu Arora..................
(Maheshwari)........................
is Principal of Bal
Bharti School, Bahadurgarh,
and has more than 20
years of teaching and
administrative experience.
She is the proud recipient of
‘Jewel of India,’ ‘Limca
record,’‘Best Principal,’
‘Best Guru’ and ‘Cyber fair’
awards.

Dr. Anshu Arora

She was a speaker at the ‘21st century
education in India: Confronting the
challengesfacing the next generation’
panel at the BETT Asia Leadership
Summit in Singapore in December 2014.
She has also penned a fiction
on school children, School Truths....
Revealed, published by Tapat Books.
Details are available at www.tapatbooks.in/
books-school-truths-revealed.html
The colonial masters introduced education
systems in India to create clerks and civil
servants. Rote learning still plagues our system,
students study only to score marks in exams,
and sometimes to crack exams.......................
The Central Advisory Board of Education (CABE),
set up in 1935, plays a lead role in the evolution and
monitoring of educational policies and programmes.
National Council for Educational Research and
Tr a i n i n g ( N C E RT ) . p r e p a r e s a N a t i o n a l
Curriculum Framework and plays a key role in
developing policies and programmes..............
The constitution and 2009 Right to
Education Act has made schooling free and
compulsory for all children fromthe ages of
6 to 14. However, there is wide disparity and
improvements are slow. ...............................
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Challenges 1) MEDIA..
The teacher is no longer the “sage on the
stage”. Today, education demands tailoring
of pedagogy, syllabus and learning
environment to make it personalized
where it can suit the different learning
needs and aspirations of the radically
changed learners.....................

My pioneer research in 'media habits of school
children' has brought forth some scary results.
Media is widely available and its use has
percolated across all the age groups of students
from 6 to 18 years. Students preferred
interactive, visual and electronic media like
television, internet and phones. They spend
over two and half hours daily with such
media daily. Children are into multitasking
and use more than one medium at a time.

THREE EMERGING PEDAGOGICAL TRENDS
The teacher is no longer the “sage
on the stage”. Today, education demands
tailoring of pedagogy, syllabus and
learning environment to make it
personalized where it can suit the
different learning needs and aspirations
of the radically changed learners..............

2) Economical, cultural and social changes –
Increase in middle class & resources
Family structures have changed – Both
the parents work..........................
There are small nuclear families and even
single parents..........................
3 ) P r o b l e m o f S TA N D A R D I S AT I O N
Micro analysis of people & systems give
stark disparity. Schools – Government,
Public & International have mushroomed
in the past decade but the quality is variant
& standardization with good benchmarks
is missing.........................
There are pockets of excellence in an
o c e a n o f m e d i o c r i t y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WE NEED TO LEVEL THE DIFFERENCES.
How to address- ...............................
Media Explosion
Digital technologies are changing the way
young people
learn, play, socialize, and
participate in civic life. ..........
21st century children don't need information,
they need the art of collaborating, synthesizing
and creating newer benchmarks.................
We have evolved kids. A child starts learning
right from his mother's womb, a kid in the
pram is already playing with a smart phone.

Information is accessible and flexible.
The classroomno longer the unique
center of learning...............
2 There ought to be an increased sharing
of power between the teacher and the
learner. There is need to Co-design,
Co-instruction and use guided learning
pedagogies that infuse case-based
participatory simulations into presentational/
assimilative instructions . ..................
3 Assessment should go beyond tests
and papers. — Collaborative &
nonlinear evaluating, peer-rated forms
of assessment, formative feedback
to students and constructive feedback
on faculty effectiveness is needed.
1

Experiential learning
4 Life

Skills . ...........................................

EQ & SQ apart from IQ became the
topics of discussion forum . .............
ENGAGE Children - Flipped classrooms
Child centric education..........................
Relating it with real life & making it
useful & practical in real life.
7
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Focus on skill based education
“Give a man a fish and you feed him
one day, teach him how to catch fishes
and you feed him for a lifetime. The
best crammers are rewarded by the
system. This is one of the fundamental
flaws of our education system.........................
Reward creativity, original thinking,
research and innovation Our education
system rarely rewards what deserves
highest academic accolades. Deviance
is discouraged. Risk taking is mocked.
Our testing and marking systems need
to be built to recognize original
contributions, in form of creativity,
problem solving, valuable original
research and innovation. ...................
If we could do this successfully
Indian education system would
have changed overnight. Memorising
is no learning; the biggest flaw in
our education system is perhaps
that it incentivizes memorizing
above originality. ............................
Get smarter people to teach Teaching
jobs are until today widely regarded
as safe, well-paying, risk-free and
low-pressure jobs. We need leaders,
entrepreneurs in teaching positions,
not salaried people trying to hold
on to their mantle . ...............................
Implement massive technology
infrastructure for education. India
needs to embrace internet and
technology if it has to teach all
of its huge population, the majority
of which is located in remote villages.
Instead of focusing on outdated
models of brick and mortar colleges
and universities, we need to create
educational delivery mechanisms
that can actually take the wealth
of human knowledge to the masses

Re-define the purpose of the education
system The goal of our new education
system should be to create entrepreneurs,
innovators, artists, scientists, thinkers
and writers who can establish the
foundation of a knowledge based economy
rather than the low-quality service
provider nation that we are turning into.
Effective regulation - Our education
system today encourages mediocrity –
in students, in teachers, throughout
the system. It is easy to survive as a
mediocre student, or a mediocre
teacher in an educational institution.
No one shuts down a mediocre
college or mediocre school. Hard
work is always tough, the path to
excellence is fraught with difficulties.
Mediocrity is comfortable...............................
Personalize education – one size does
not fit all Assembly line education
prepares assembly line workers.
However, the drift of economic
world is away from assembly line
production. Indian education system
is built on the presumption that if
something is good for one kid,
it is good for all kids. Some kids
l e a r n f a s t e r, s o m e a r e c o m p a r a t i v e l y
slow. Some people are visual learners,
others are auditory learners, and
still some others learn faster from
experience................................
Allow private capital in education The
central government spends about 4% of
budget expenditure on education, compared
to 40% on defence. Until today, at least on
paper only non-profit organizations are
allowed to run educational institutions
apart from government institutions. We
must allow entrepreneurs and innovators
in the field of education so that there is
infusion of sufficient capital and those
who can provide or create extraordinary
educational products or services................................
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Educator Coaching - A powerful tool for Teacher professional development
In

present times, a student has access
to a wealth of information and does
not solely rely on teachers and text
books. Students and parents demand
innovative and activity based teaching.
Children enjoy and learn faster with
technology as a teaching aid. Also,
school boards emphasize upon
stimulating higher order thinking
skills, and discourage direct and simple
instruction. Gone are the days when
teaching was relatively an easier job
with convenient timings and lots of
holidays. In old times, a teacher
could stick to one teaching methodology
for his or her entire teaching career.
Now, teachers need to continuously
challenge their students with newer
and better ways of teaching-learning.
Also, a school teacher typically handles
multiple classes, different types of
learners, correction work, other
responsibilities unrelated to teaching.
Thus, teaching has become a demanding
profession and requires commitment
to continuously learn, grow and evolve.
Teachers need support and motivation.
Educator Coaching has been found to be
very effective in enhancing teacher
performance in USA. Coaching a teacher
individually for an extended period of
time and help her figure her own
solutions can lead to amazingly creative
solutions in every domain of teaching
learning. Eight studies published in
Elementary School Journal in 2010
extensively explore the benefits of
Coaching the Teachers. Coaching
for educators has become quite
popular in some of the forward
thinking schools in India as well.

Dr. Himani Tyagi
Dr. Himani is an experienced scientist and an
educator, Himani Tyagi is also an ICF
Certified Professional Coach who inspires
people to achieve what they are capable of,
going beyond what they can already do.
She firmly believes that Neuroscience as
well as positive psychology research has
huge useful practical implications for
parents and caregivers and should be
disseminated such that parents can use it
make a difference to their children's lives.
She has been involved in stress related
research for past 11 years, both in India
and USA. She enables learning to instill
powerful habits and practices in her clients'
lives to enable the realization of their dreams.
She facilitates workshops and speaks in
educational institutions and corporations
to help Inspire and motivate lasting changes.
1. Clarity of Instructional Vision Teachers envision their ideal classroom,
where they are at their best. Teachers
are made to reflect upon their strengths
and devise an instructional method
aligned with their strengths and values.
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2. Creating the Behavioral climate Depending on teacher's personality
and temperament, he/she should
aim towards setting a certain kind
of behavioral class climate. For
example, teacher with a good
sense of humor can encourage
fun and light hearted environment
in the class........................

6. Life Balance - A school teacher
has a fair amount of multi tasking
to do, often leading to frustration
and overwhelm. A Coach can assist
her in prioritizing and organizing
her tasks leading to calm and balance.
Michelle Vanderburg and Diane
Stephens interviewed 35 teachers in
"The Impact of Literacy Coaches:

3. Promoting Growth Mindset By listening intently to the
concerns and asking powerful
questions, coaches can lead
teachers to explore solutions to
their issues. Coaches engage
teachers with their problems
such that issues turn into
opportunities.

What Teachers Value and How
Te a c h e r s C h a n g e . " T h e y s a y, "
"Teachers valued how the coaches
created a space for collaboration,
provided ongoing support, and
taught about research-based
instructional strategies.” .................

4 . Ta m i n g F i x e d M i n d s e t s Coaching helps teachers to
identify and address the problematic
mind sets that inhibit their growth.
For example, a teacher who
always ignores the critical
feedback given by her coordinators,
or a teacher who never takes
responsibility for her mistakes.

Coaches work as supporter of teachers,
students and school-at-large. These
roles are shaped not only by the coaches
themselves, but also by teachers and
principals. Coaching is a powerful
strategy for sustainable teacher
development. Schools should invest
in their teachers as excellent faculty
is must for any institute of excellence.

5. Integrating Passion with Profession Creative brainstorming lead to out
of the box solutions to mundane
problems and boredom at work.
For example, A business studies
teacher passionate about jewelry
could initiate a jewelry designing
club at her school. Jewelry designing
combined with marketing and selling
could be an interesting and feasible
way to teach business studies to
her students. ..............................
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People

First Leadership Academy
(PFLA) has conducted its 4th
Graduation for the batches 9, 10 &
11 . I T T C P T T i s a 6 m o n t h
Certification Program that focuses
on Teaching Methodologies, Child
Psychology and MTT and NTT
concepts and our own research based
methodology of teaching. Program
has been designed for aspiring
teachers and for in-service Teachers
who are open to enhance their
teaching and facilitation skills for
their career advancement.
The objective of the program is to
• Equip and Empower individuals with
advanced tools, techniques and methods
to be effective teachers.
•

To develop confidence and self-esteem in
individuals with skill, content and attitude

•

To help individuals communicate effectively

•

To help individuals create student centric
classrooms

•

To help individuals develop values like
love & Compassion

Here we share some good words from our students.
From: Kavitha Francis [mailto:
kavithafrancis.1@gmail.com] Sent:
Tuesday, May 13, 2014 9:55 AM
To : i t t c p f l a g l o b a l @ p f l a . i n
Subject: Thank you...............................
Dear all,...............................
Firstly, It gives me immense pleasure to
share that I have got an opportunity to
work with one of the best schools in
B a n g a l o r e a s a M a i n Te a c h e r.
So I would like to thank each and every
individual who trained me well and
helped me in giving confidence to get

exposed to entirely a different profession
to what I was doing in the past.
I take this opportunity to thank
Mr.Varada Murthy Sir for helping
me to write my short term goal which
has come true today. The effort of
getting the Guest Lectures have
definitely inspiring. Your thought of
molding teachers and giving
them to the society has definitely
been successful. Thanks to the Beautiful
and gorgeous Nalina M’am for believing
me more than me. It was so easy for her
to say "Kavitha go and am sure you
will come with all the offer letters"
that's the level of confidence the
I n s t i t u t e b u i l d s . Yo u c o m e u p
with lot of energy and a model
of inspiration. Lastly, Mr.Subramanya
sir for making number of calls to
the schools and scheduling my
interviews. I know I have definitely
troubled him for the interviews.
Short note on this place, I never
thought this teaching Institute would
be such a great help to me which
helped my dream come true.
However, this is the BEST
place for anyone (at least for me)
which has helped and given a
wonderful opportunity to what I
always wanted to be in life.
I'm walking with the pride of
being an Effective Mom and an
Effective Teacher. Thank you for
making this happen.The Journey
with the institute has been awesome!!!
Humble Gratitude… God bless and
wish every one of you good luck!
Regards,..........................
Kavitha Francis ...................... ....
ITTC participant
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From: richa trivedi......................
[mailto:richatrivedi1@gmail.com]........
Sent: Wednesday, March 18, 2015
11:53 PM To: subramanyakc@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Feedback........................

I would like to thank the whole team
of PFLA and specially Varada Sir
and Nalina M’am to start this
venture of training teachers. I think
I took the best decision by joining this
course. It was so interesting and
informative.
The way this course
was conducted I wish our children
also study in the same way. Stress
free none of my batch mates and me
would like to miss a single class.
Felt there is a lot of scope and need
to give such environment to our
children. They are becoming mature
at a very early age and we parents
are to be blamed for it. I would
like to suggest whether you want
to be a teacher or not but please do
t h i s c o u r s e i f y o u a r e a m o t h e r,
as mother is the first and best teacher.
If you are making a difference in
your child you are making a
d i f f e r e n c e t o t h e s o c i e t y. F u t u r e
lies with us and we have to make
a difference as mother and as teacher.
Wonderful course content wonderful
people who will always be there with
you for guidance. Thanks a lot Sir
and M’am for supporting me this
course has helped me a lot in all
aspects of life, specially for the
decisions for my daughter. I am sure
you will reach the top as you truly
deserve it. ...........................................

From: Sibani Pattanayak
[mailto:sibani.p123@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 04, 2015 9:25 PM
To: varada.murthy@pfhrcgroup.com
Subject: Feed Back............
Hi Varada Sir,............................................
I would like to thank the whole team of
PFLA to initiate this venture of training
teachers. The whole credit goes to Nalina
Ma’m, for her constant support and guidance.
I personally believe that the child’s entire
future is entrusted in a teachers hand and
this training helped me in becoming a good
teacher. The course was planned in such a way
that we enjoyed as well as got to learn many
things. Public speaking presentation that was
held helped me to gain confidence and
overcome my stage fear. Joining PFLA
has been a most rewarding moment of my life.
For your patience, kindness, advice and
devotion, thank you. .........................
Last but not the least I would like to say that
"you are the best because you brought out the
best in us". Wishing you all the very best and
good luck.........................................................
Regards,..............................
.
Sibani Pattanayak.........................
ITTC-HSR ...............................................

Thank you..............................
Richa Pandey – ITTC HSR - From Hyderabad
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ITTC Graduation - Dec 2014

Panel Discussion on Foundation for Success

ITTC Participants receiving Certificates from Mr. B.S. Guptha & Ms. Deepa Ravichandran

Dr. Meena Jain addressing on “Child Abuse”
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Academic Leadership - Dec 2014

Academic Leadership Seminar Inauguration Prof. Dr. Ramachandra Bhat, Vice Chancellor,
Yoga University is being honoured

V. S. Rao being honoured

At MTIS, Bengaluru
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Academic Leadership - Dec 2014

Panel Discussion on Foundation for Success
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Academic Leadership - Dec 2014

ITTC Participants Performing
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At GIS, Kolar

At GIS, Kolar

At GIS, Kolar

Presentation Skills Program
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Personal Excellence Program at Vega Derivative Solutions

Principles of Excellence at Royale Concorde

Ms. Nalina Murthy Addressing at Shishya BEML

Personal Excellence Program at Vega Derivative Solutions

At Shishya BEML Annual Sports Day

At Shishya BEML
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With Mr. Ayyappan Nair at BGS NPS

CTT at BGS NPS

Goal Setting at BGS NPS

Depika & Suresh as Entrepreneurs. Wishing them success
for their new venture- “Future Gen Kids.

Speech Contest-2015
AUGUST, 2015
Schools are invited to register for Speech
contest participation August, 2015
Contact Details: 99025 70561
90350 43599
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